**Productivity**

User-friendly design to replace handwrapping.

- **High Value Performance**
  - Exclusive Lantech safety features
  - No scheduled maintenance
  - Auto Film Cut-Off™ productivity (optional)
  - Replace expensive handwrapping

- **No Preventative Maintenance**
  - Belts versus chains
  - Sealed for life bearings
  - No metal to metal contact

Low-profile ramp for easy loading with pallet-jack.

More Lantech field-tested packaging solutions @ www.lantech.com
**Q-300 Specifications**

**PERFORMANCE CRITERIA**
- Production Speed: 25-35 loads per hour
- Based on 80" load height; 2 film layers and 12 revolutions
- Maximum Load Diagonal: 94"
- Maximum Load Height: 80"
- Maximum Load Weight: 4000 lbs.

**LOAD HANDLING SYSTEM**
- Turntable, Smooth Top: 65" Diameter
- Turntable Drive: 3/4 HP TEFC Motor
- Turntable Speed: 1-12 RPM

**FILM DELIVERY SYSTEM**
- Power-Roller Stretch® System
- Wrapping Force: 200% Standard
- Film Capacity: Variable Control
- 10" Roll Diameter, 20" Film Web Width

**MACHINE SHIPPING WEIGHT**
- Machine Size: 67"W x 120"L x 93"H
- Shipping Weight (including skid - approximate): 1650 lbs. (excludes ramp)

**ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS**
- Machine Voltage: 115V, 20 Amp
- Microcontroller: Standard

**SERVICE SUPPORT**
- 24 hrs/7 days a week
- Phone Number: 800-866-0322

*Maximum wrap height may vary based on film force, neckdown, and roll carriage travel speed.*
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